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The Canyon Collection
Amy Hamley

This season, Amy Hamley presents us with her 
latest work inspired by the cliffs of the Southwest. 
The Canyon Collection features a broad assortment 
of modernist tabletop items sized for entertaining. 
Crafted from a reddish-brown earthenware and 
finished with a thin off-white glaze, these plates, 
vases, pitchers, sauce dishes and condiment jars 
bring a bohemian flair to the party. Woven cotton 
fringed placemats and coasters and an angular raw 
wood serving board complement the look of the tea 
set with their neutral tones and subtle handcrafted 
character. Canyon also includes recycled glassware 
in two sizes, earthenware taper holders and a clever 
set of hanging bells to transform your home into a 
calming oasis.

Based in Berkeley California, Amy Hamley is a skilled 
ceramicist and product designer. As reflected by her 
carefully curated glaze palette, her work is a nod to 
the soft hues of the state’s coastal mountains, local 
flora, and to the blush rock of the desert.
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Q & A with Amy

Q. Can you speak to the direction or inspiration you were feeling 
when you started this line. 

A. "My work has long been inspired by nature and exploring 
California has provided endless inspiration. The rocky cliffs 

along the Sea Ranch coast, the canyons of Malibu, or the valleys 
of Yosemite, for example, all showcase their own textures and color 
palettes and I wanted to evoke those places in this collection."

Q. In what context do you envision this line to be used? 

A. "I love that this collection offers something for everyone and 
that there isn't a correct use for every item. The collection was 

designed with flexibility in mind so whether it's serving a tapas style 
dinner or creating thoughtful moments around your home, there are 
a variety of uses for most items."

Q. Tell us about the style of Canyon and how it differs from your 
past work. 

A. "The Canyon collection was designed with a focus on texture 
and the landscapes that inspired the pieces. In much of my 

work, I create texture by layering various glazes and color palettes. 
With this collection, I focused on one earth-tone clay body and carved 
line work that loosely mimics rocky textures. A semi-translucent 
glossy glaze was chosen to balance the dry texture of the pieces."
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Altas Recycled Glass

Plateau Serving Board

Kanara Placement Set
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Crafted from exposed 
reddish-brown earthen-
ware and finished with a 
thin off-white glaze, the 
Canyon Collection’s tabletop 
offerings bring a bohemian 
flair to the party.
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Amy's Favorite Pieces
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Canyon Candleholder

Canyon Bowl

Canyon Cup & Saucer

Canyon Pitcher

"My favorite pieces for the collection are the Canyon pitcher and cups 
because I love a morning ritual and using thoughtful items in those 
moments sets a tone for the whole day. I also love the candlesticks 

because I love to create a mood at my dinner table. The canyon bowl 
is also a go-to for tastefully storing items; my current favorite use is a 

countertop moment filled with satsuma mandarins."
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